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Abstract 
This paper presents a cost-scaling algorithm for minimum cost O-l submodular flows. The 
algorithm works by splitting the arc costs approximately and maintaining an optimal submodular 
pseudoflow with respect to the split costs obtained by a greedy algorithm. Each scaling phase of 
the algorithm is a hybrid version of an auction-like method with cost-splitting and a successive- 
shortest-path method, as a generalization of Orlin and Ahuja’s algorithm for the assignment 
problem. 
1. Introduction 
Submodular flow problems, introduced by Edmonds and Giles [2], generalize vari- 
ous combinatorial optimization problems such as network flow, independent assignment, 
and connectivity orientation. A number of network flow algorithms have been extended 
to solve submodular flow problems (see references in [7]). For O-l cases, which still 
contain independent assignment and connectivity orientation problems, Frank [3] de- 
veloped the first combinatorial algorithm polynomially bounded. Recently, Gabow [9] 
proposed an efficient cost-scaling algorithm, which is a generalization of the algorithms 
presented in [ 10,111. 
In this paper, we present another cost-scaling algorithm for O-l submodular flows 
as a generalization of Orlin and Ahuja’s assignment algorithm [14]. This assignment 
algorithm achieves the best-known time complexity without using complicated data 
structures. Each scaling phase of the Orlin and Ahuja algorithm is a hybrid version of 
the auction algorithm and the successive-shortest-path algorithm. The purpose of this 
paper is to show that this simple framework can be applied to a fairly wide class of 
combinatorial optimization problems. The time complexity of the present algorithm is 
better than that of Frank [3] under the similarity assumption but slightly worse than 
Gabow [9]. 
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For independent assignment problems, Fujishige and Zhang [S] proposed a hybrid al- 
gorithm, which exploits bipartiteness of underlying graphs and hence cannot be applied 
directly to submodular flows. We overcome this difficulty by introducing submodular 
pseudoflows defined by a pair of functions on the arc set. Our algorithm works by split- 
ting the arc costs approximately and maintaining an optimal submodular pseudoflow 
with respect to the split costs obtained by a greedy algorithm. 
Each scaling phase of the algorithm consists of a cost-splitting procedure and a 
successive-shortest-path procedure. In the former we modify the split costs by a local 
operation and maintain an optimal submodular pseudoflow. We repeat this process 
until the optimal submodular pseudoflow almost satisfies the feasibility condition for 
submodular flows. Then we get an approximate optimal submodular flow by the latter, 
in which we construct an auxiliary network from the submodular pseudoflow and the 
split costs. The auxiliary network is a little more complicated than the ones used in 
Frank [3] or in Zimmermann [ 151. 
In contrast with most previous algorithms for submodular flows, the present algorithm 
does not require a preprocess for finding an initial feasible solution [4]. It does not 
explicitly rely on the optimality conditions in terms of the node potentials [3] or 
negative cycles [ 151. 
The outline of this paper is as follows. Section 2 provides a description of the O-l 
submodular flow problem and reviews some basic results. The concept of submodu- 
lar pseudoflows is introduced in Section 3. We present the cost-scaling algorithm in 
Section 4 and analyze it in Section 5. 
2. Submodular flows 
For a finite ground set V, a pair of subsets X, Y is intersecting if none of X n Y, 
X\Y, Y\X is empty. A family 9 of subsets of V is called an intersecting family if 
X U Y, X n Y E 9 for each intersecting X, Y E P-. A function f : 9 +R on an 
intersecting family B is said to be submodular if 
holds for each intersecting X, Y E F. We adopt the notation x(X) = ‘J&,x(v) for a 
function x : V -+ R and a subset X C V. A submodular polyhedron P(f) and a base 
polyhedron B(f) are defined by 
P(f) = {x E RV 1 ‘v’X E 9 : x(X)<f(X)}, 
B(f) = {X~~(f)Iv)=f(w 
for a submodular function f on an intersecting family 9 with 0, Y E P and f(0) = 0. 
Let G = ( V,A ; 3, a-) be a directed graph with a vertex set V and an arc set A, 
where 11/l = n and IAl = m Two functions a+ : A --) V and a- : A + V stand for the . 
initial end-vertex and the terminal end-vertex, respectively. For a function cp : A + R 
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we define its boundary acp : V t R by 
%(r) = 1 (P(Q) - 1 q(a) (L’ E V), 
oEri_ L aEii- L 
where 6-c = (~4 E A ( d+a = o} and 6-z’ = {u E A 1 C-a = I;}. Suppose 9 is an inter- 
secting family of subsets of V with Q), V E 9 and .f‘ is an integer-valued submodular 
function on :I with ,f(8) = .f‘( V) = 0. The minimum cost O-1 submodular flow prob- 
lem, with respect to a cost function 7 : A -+ R, is described as follows: 
Minimize x(a)c,?(a) 
trt 4 
subject to O<q(a)< 1 (a E A), 
?‘P E B(f), 
where Z?(S) is supposed to be nonempty. It is well 
chosen as O-l valued [Z]. A O-l valued function rp 
a O-1 submodular flow. Throughout this paper, we 
integer valued. 
A function dep : Z’(f) x V + 9 given by 
dep(x,c) = nix E 9 1 c E X, X(X) = .f’(x)) 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3 1 
known that an optimal cp can be 
satisfying (2.2) and (2.3) is called 
assume that the cost function ;* is 
(2.4) 
is called the dependence function [7]. For any r E V, we denote by lr the unit vector in 
R’; with x~(c) = 1 and xc(u) = 0 for 21 E V\(c). The following fundamental lemmas 
will be used in Section 4.2. 
Lemma 1. [f’ u E dep(x, u) and z’ E dep(x,w) ,@ x E P(,f’), tlm u E dep(x, MI). 
Lemma 2. Suppose thut x E P(f), u E dep(x,z) uncl ,v = x + x(x= - ;cl,) t f(,f’) 
,fiw a posifice X. ZJ‘ there exist c, w E V such that c # dep(x, IV) hut c E dep(y, ~$1) 
then c E dep(x,z) and u E dep(x, w). 
3. Submodular pseudoflows 
In this section, we introduce the concept of submodular pseudoflows and provide a 
greedy algorithm to obtain an optimal submodular pseudoflow. 
For a pair 47’ = (cp+,cp-) of functions (o+ : A + (0, 1) and cp- : A + (0, I}, we 
define &p* : V + R by 
&p*@q = c cp’w - c V(a) 
llE(FC uE&- c 
We call cp* a submodular pseudoflow if 
pseudoflow cp* with q+(a) = q-(a) 
Given a pair (y+,y-) of cost functions 
(c E V). 
&p* E B(f) holds. Obviously, a submodular 
for all a E A is a O-1 submodular flow. 
)’ . +.A 4 R and y- : A - R, a submodular 
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pseudoflow cp+ minimizing CaEA{y+(a)cp+(a) - y-(a)cp-(a)} is said to be optimal 
with respect to (y+,r-). The following rather trivial fact leads us to a basic idea of 
the cost-scaling algorithm described in Section 4. 
Lemma 3. If an optimal submodular pseudoflow cp* with respect to (y+, y-) satis- 
fies q+(a) = q-(a) for all a E A, then cp+(= cp-) is an optimal O-I submodular 
flow with respect to y+ - y-. 
We now show that an optimal submodular pseudoflow is obtained by a greedy 
algorithm. Consider a set E = {(a, v) 1 a E A, u E {@a, 13-a) C V}, and define 
v(a, 0) = 1 y’(a) (v = a+a), y_(a) (v = a-a> 
for (a, v) E E. An intersecting family F_E c 2 E is naturally induced from 9 by 
~_E={{(u,~)EEI~EX}/XE~}. 
Put YEW’) = f(W + c&&-~I f or each X’ = {(a,~) E E ( v E X}, and then 
j”~ is a submodular function on 9~. By setting Y = {Z C E 1 VX’ E 9~ : (I n 
X’I <f&Y’)}, we have a matroid (E, 3) with family 9 of independent sets [I] (see 
also [5]). Given a pair of functions q* = (qf, q-), put 
Jrph = {(a,~) E E 1 u = d+a, q+(a) = l} u {(a,~) E E I v = d-a, q-(a) = 0). 
Then Jq* is a base of the matroid (E,9) if and only if cp% is a submodular pseud- 
oflow. Hence an optimal submodular pseudoflow is obtained by finding a minimum 
weight base of the matroid (E,9) for weight 4. Therefore, we can adopt the greedy 
algorithm, using an oracle for the dependence function (2.4). 
Greedy 
Step 0: Order the elements ei(i = 1,2,. . ,2m) of E so that q(et )<q(ez)d . . . d 
q(ez,,,). Set q-(a) := 1 for all a E A. 
Step 1: For i = 1,. . ,2m, do the following: Let (a, u) be the element ej. If 
dep(dq*, V) is empty, then set 
C 
q+(a) := 1 (u = d+a), 
q_(a) := 0 (u = a-a>. 
Step 2: If @*t(Y) = 0, then the submodular pseudoflow cp* is optimal. Otherwise, 
there does not exist a submodular pseudoflow. 
From a well-known fact in matroid theory [12], an optimal submodular pseudoflow 
q& is characterized as follows. 
Lemma 4. A submodular pseudojow cp& is optimal if and only if 
V(W,~> d y(a2, w> 
holds for any (al, v) E J+ and (~2, w) E E\J,+ with u E dep(+*, w). 
(3.1) 
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4. Cost-scaling algorithm 
This section presents a cost-scaling algorithm for the minimum cost O-l submod- 
ular flow problem. The algorithm uses the bit-scaling technique, and performs K = 
bg,((m + l)r + I>1 scaling phases, where r is the maximum absolute value of arc 
costs. 
The k-th scaling phase approximately solves a minimum cost O-l submodular flow 
problem with cost yk = L(m + l)y/(2K-k)]. Obviously, we have 
2Yk-l(~)byk(~)d2Yk-l(~) + 1 (4.1) 
for each arc a E A. Each scaling phase calls two subprocedures: Cost-Splitting and 
Successive-Shortest-Path. By these subprocedures, the k-th scaling phase obtains split 
costs ($, 7; ) and a submodular flow rj?pk such that j$ - 7; is approximately equal 
to yk and ((Pk, (Pk ) is an optimal submodular pseudoflow with respect to ($, “7; ). 
We denote this optimal submodular pseudoflow by ((Pk, (Pk). Lemma 3 implies that 
(Pk is an optimal submodular flow with respect to 7: - 7;. The split costs give a 
good information for the subsequent scaling phase. It will be shown in Section 5 that 
the submodular flow (PK obtained by the final scaling phase is an optimal solution to 
the original problem. 
A high-level description of the cost-scaling algorithm is given below: 
Step 0: Set K := [log,((m + l)r + l)]; k := 1. 
Step 1: Set yk := L(m + 1)y/(2K-k)]. 
Step 2: Perform Cost-Splitting. 
Step 3: Perform Successive-Shortest-Path. 
Step 4: If k = K, then stop. Otherwise, set k := k + 1 and go to Step 1. 
The following subsections afford detailed descriptions of the two subprocedures in 
the k-th scaling phase. 
4.1. Cost-splitting procedure 
The cost-splitting procedure first splits the cost yk into the initial split costs (y+, y- ) 
with yk = y+ - y- according to the split costs ($i, F;_i ) obtained by the previous 
scaling phase. For notational consistency, we set ($,‘,y;) = (0,O). The split costs 
are modified by local operations until an optimal submodular pseudoflow cp* almost 
satisfies the feasibility condition for submodular flows. Let L be a positive integer, 
which will be optimized later. Then the procedure Cost-Splitting in the k-th scaling 
phase is given below: 
Cost-Splitting 
Input: The cost function yk and the split cost yT_i. 
Output: An optimal submodular pseudoflow cp* and split costs (y’, y-) with re- 
spect to which cp* is optimal. 
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Step 0: Sety+ := 2$_,; y- := y+ - yk; z(a) := 0 (a E A). 
Step 1: Find an optimal submodular pseudoflow q* = (cp+, cp-) with respect to 
(Y+, y-) by Greedy. If there does not exist a submodular pseudoflow, then stop; the 
problem has no feasible submodular flow. 
Step 2: Select a E A such that q-(Z) > q+(C) and z(C) < L. If no such arc 
exists, then stop. 
Step 3: If Ye = Y+(C) - y-(C), then perform Step(3.1). Otherwise perform 
Step(3.2). 
Step(3.1): Set Y-(G) := y-(C) - 1. 
Step(3.2): Set y+(Z) := y+(C) - 1; rc(E) := z(G) + 1. 
Step 4: Update an optimal submodular pseudoflow cp* with respect to (Y+, Y-) 
and go to Step 2. 
With the aid of Lemma 4, it is not difficult to update an optimal submodular pseud- 
oflow in Step 4 by using the dependence function. 
Define F+ = {u E A 1 q+(a) = 1) and F- = {a E A 1 cp-(a) = 1). No element 
enters a set Fi\F- during any iteration. Hence, it always holds that 
rc(F+\F-) = 0. (4.2) 
Since Steps (3.1) and Steps (3.2) are performed alternately for each arc a E A, we 
have 
Y/f(U) d Y+(a) - Y_(Q) 6 Y/c(U) + 1. (4.3) 
At the end of this procedure, we assign yk = y+-y-. It will be shown in Section 4.2 
that yk = 7: - TkP. The following lemma is important in the complexity analysis. 
Lemma 5. Assume that (q-1, (P&-l) is an optimal submodular pseudojlow with re- 
spect to ($,,yk_l). When Cost-Splitting terminates at Step 2, 
holds, provided that vk__l = $_, - yk_, . 
Proof. At the termination, the value of rt of an arc in F-\F+ is equal to L, namely, 
x(F-\F+) = IF-\F+j L. We now explore the value of n(F-\F+). It follows from 
the inequalities (4.1) and (4.3) that 
$a) = 2&(a) - Y+(a) 
d 2yk_i(U) - y_(a) + 2 
for each arc a E A, which, together with (4.2) implies that 
n(F-\F+) = n(F-) - n(F+) 
< y+(F+) - y-(F-) - 2{&(F+) - T;JF-)} + 21F-I. 
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Since y’ defining Ff and F- is optimal with respect to (:‘,y-), we have 
*!+(F+) ~ ;l-(F-) = x{y+(a)cp+(a) - y-(a)@(a)} i 
UEA 
d ~{r+mkda) - ~~(~)cpk-l(~)) 
OEA 
=c 
;‘x.(a)cpkbl(a). 
&A 
On the other hand, the assumption implies that 
Hence, we obtain 
V-\F+) <x(7&) - 27k_,(a)}~~-1(~) + 2IF-I 
atA 
<~249-,(a) + 21F-/ <4m, 
&A 
where the second inequality follows from (4.1) and (4.3). q 
If we adopt an arbitrary submodular flow as cpo, the first scaling phase satisfies the 
assumption of Lemma 5. We will show in the next subsection that the assumption is 
valid in other scaling phases. 
4.2. Successicwhortrst-path procrdure 
The successive-shortest-path procedure starts with the submodular pseudoflow ob- 
tained by the previous cost-splitting procedure. It then converts it into a O-1 submodu- 
lar flow (Pk by successive augmentations along a shortest path in an auxiliary network 
with respect to a submodular pseudoflow and split costs. 
Given a submodular pseudoflow cp*, we define a directed graph H = ( W, 2; c?, ?- ). 
We use the notation 8 for the symmetric difference. The vertex set W and the arc 
set A” are given by 
w = V u {s}, 
~=A=UE+UE-, 
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where 
A= = A\(F+ $ F-), 
E+={(u,u)IuEF+@F-, u=B+u}, 
E-={(u,u)IuEF+@F-, 11=8-u}. 
The initial and terminal end-vertices of an arc a E A are defined as follows: 
( 
d+a (a” = a E A=), 
1 
d-a 
-+ 
(G=agA=), 
da”= v (a”=(u,u)EE+), a”-;= s (a” = (a,~) E E+), 
s (a”=(a,u)~E-), V (a” = (a,~) E E-). 
In association with the submodular pseudoflow cp*, we assign 
( 
q+(a) (= q-(a)) (C = a E A=), 
$(a”) = v+(a) (a” = (a, u) E E+), 
V(a) (a”=(u,u)~E-). 
A cost fnnction [ : A” + R is defined from split costs (r+, y-) by 
1 
y+(a) - y-(a) (6 = a E A=), 
((a”) = r+(a) (a” = (a, 0) E E+), 
-r-(u) (a” = (a,u) E E-). 
We now define the auxiliary network J? = (fi = (I@,& sf, a^-), i) with respect to a 
submodular pseudoflow cp* and split costs (y+, y-). Let IV’ and IV” be two copies 
of W. We regard W’ E W’ and w” E W” as copy vertices of w E W. The graph Z? 
is a directed bipartite graph with vertex set fi = W’ U W”, arc set 2 = A U D with 
D = {(u,u) 1 U,U E V, u E dep(acp*,u)}, and 
a^‘&= 
( 
(a”+;)* (a^ E A”, @(a^) = O), (8-ci)o (a^ E A”, @S(2) = O), 
(8%)’ (6 E d, @(a^) = l), 8-6 = (a+;)” (a^ E A”, @(a^) = l), 
22 (a^ = (u, u) E D), { U* (a^ = (u,u) E D). 
We define an arc cost 6 on the auxiliary network by 
1 
<(a^) (a^ E A”, @(a^) = O), 
p(2) = -@a^) (a^ E A, @(a^) = l), 
0 (a^ E D). 
We also define p on the vertex set I@ by p(P) = 0, p(P) = 0 and 
p(u’) = min { min{y+(a) 1 a E A\F+, d+u = u}, 
min{y-(a) 1 a E F-, 8-a = u}, co}, 
p(u”) = max {max{y+(a) 1 a E F+, a+a = u}, 
max{y-(a) I u E A\F-, d-a = u}, -w} 
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for 2: E V. The length of an arc 6 E 2 is given by f,(6) = l(6) - p(z+;)+ p(i-6). 
It follows from the definition of p and Lemma 4 that the arc length tP is nonnegative 
if cp* is optimal. 
We now describe the procedure Successive-Shortest-Path. A minimal shortest path 
is a shortest directed path with minimum number of arcs. 
Successive-Shortest-Path 
Input: A submodular pseudoflow cp* and split costs (:,I+,?-) with respect to which 
V * is optimal. 
Output: A O-l submodular flow (ok and split costs (;;,‘,*~~) with respect to which 
((ok, (Pk ) is an optimal submodular pseudoflow. 
Step 1: If (pf = q”, then stop. Otherwise construct the auxiliary network ./i’ and 
compute the arc length lP. 
Step 2: Let R C @’ be a set of vertices reachable from SO. If so +Z R, the problem 
is infeasible. For each W* E R, denote by q(w*) the length of a shortest path from 
S* to w*. For w* E Fk\R, set q(w*) := max u* tR q(t’*). Update the split costs of 
each a E A with c’+a = w as follows: 
(a E F+ nF-), 
(a E F+\F-), 
(a E F-\F’), 
(a E A\(F+ U F-)); 
?/-(a) := y+(a) - yk(a) (a E A). 
Step 3: Find a minimal shortest path P from S* to so. For each Lz E 2 in P, set 
q+(a) := 1 - q+(a) (fi = a E A= or 6 = (a,c) E E+), 
q-(a) := 1 - p-(a) (Z = a E A= or G = (a,v) E EP). 
Go to Step 1. 
Note that the value of y+ - y- does not change during this procedure. Thus, it 
is clear that Tk = 37: - $7;. After execution of Step 3, qi remains a submodular 
pseudoflow since cp* is modified along the minimal shortest path [7]. Obviously, 
no element leaves A’ and each cardinality of sets F’\F- and Fp\Fi is reduced 
exactly by one in each iteration. Hence, we eventually have a O-l submodular flow or 
notice the infeasibility. 
We now show the optimality of the O-l submodular flow (Pk with respect to *Tk. 
Assume that the submodular pseudoflow q * is optimal with respect to the split costs 
at the beginning of an iteration of the procedure. Clearly, the first iteration satisfies 
this assumption. The next two lemmas state that a new submodular pseudoflow is also 
optimal with respect to modified split costs at the end of the iteration. 
Lemma 6. For the split costs changed at Step 2, the submodular pseudojon, cp* 
remains optimal. 
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Proof. Suppose (al, u) E J+, (u2,w) E E\J,*, and u E dep(dq*, w). Note that ai 
and a2 do not belong to F-\F+ and F+\F-, respectively. Note that 8-Gi = v” 
and 8+& = w’, where 
- c 
(ai E A=), 
a’ = ;:,J) (a, E F+\F-), 
ii2 = 
C 
a2 (a2 E A=), 
(a2,w) (~2 E F-\F+>. 
Consider u, z E W such that 8+a^i = u*, 8-22 = z’. Then we have 
q(n”) G q(u’) + i(& ) - P(U’) + p(u”), 
4(w’) G 4(n”) - P(U”) + P(W’), 
q(z”) G q(w’) + k22) - P(W’) + P(Z”>, 
which imply that 
-&a”*) +p(u’) - q(u.) < P(L)“> - q(v”) < p(w’> - q(w’) 
< &2) + p(z”) - q(z”). 
After modifications of the split costs in Step 2, we obtain 
V(Ul, fJ) = 
P(C”) - q(u”) (al E F+nF-), 
-f(6) + p(u’) - q(u’) (al E A\F-), 
r(a2, w) = 
{ 
P(W’) - dw’) 
&2 ) + 
(a2 E A\@‘+ u F-)), 
Thus (3.1) holds, and the 
The proof of Lemma 6 
&” I- dz”) (~2 E F- 1. 
statement follows from Lemma 4. 0 
also establishes the following corollary. 
Corollary 7. Suppose that the minimal shortest path P has a subsequence 
(. . a”, v”d w*& . . .) with 61, 65 E A”. Let al and a2 be the original arcs in A 
corresponding to a”~ and 52, respectively. Then it holds that q(ul,v) = yl(uz,w), 
where q is obtained from the new split costs. 
Lemma 8. A new submodular pseudojlow obtained at Step 3 is also optimal 
respect o the modijied split costs. 
with 
Proof. Let Cp* be the submodular pseudoflow obtained at Step 3. In accordance 
Lemma 4, we shall prove (3.1) for any (ui,u) E JG+ and (u2,w) E E\J+ 
v E dep(d@*, w). 
with 
with 
Suppose that v $! dep(dq*,w). There exist a base x E B(f) and d = (u,z) E D 
in P such that y = x + (xZ - xU) E B(f), v g dep(x, w), but u E dep(y, w). 
Consider a subsequence (. . . &u”d z*&. .) in P with &, & E A”. It follows from 
Lemma 2 that u E dep(x,z) and u E dep(x,w). According to Corollary 7, we have 
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q(as,u) = y(aa,z), where a3 and a4 are the original arcs of & and & respectively. 
Since (a3,u) E J+ and (a4,z) E E\J+, it suffices to show (3.1) in the case of 
c’ E dep(&*, MI). 
We now assume that u E dep(iicp*, M’). If (al, c) E J+ and (a~, w) E E\J,+, the 
inequality (3.1) has already been shown in Lemma 6. If (al, u) E E\J,+, the minimal 
shortest path P has a subsequence (. &u’dl u*Gl .) with Gi corresponding to al, 
& corresponding to a5 and u E dep(dq*,u). Note that (as,u) E J+. It follows 
from Corollary 7 that v(as,u) = q(at,v). Lemma 1 implies that u E dep(?@, w). 
Similarly if (a*,~) E J+, there exists (a6,z) E E\J,* such that y(ab,z) = q(a2,w) 
and z’ E dep( &p*, z). Therefore, it can be shown that the inequality (3.1) holds even 
if (a,,~) E E\J, f or (a2,w)EJ,*. 0 
Using Lemmas 6 and 8 repeatedly, we can verify that (pk, (Pk) is an optimal sub- 
modular pseudoflow with respect to the split costs ($,*TF). Hence, due to Lemma 3, 
(ok is an optimal submodular flow with respect to Tk. If it terminates at Step 2, we 
see that there exists no feasible submodular flow in this problem [4]. 
5. Analysis of the algorithm 
In this section, we discuss the validity and efficiency of the cost-scaling algorithm. 
We first prove the validity. Recall that (PK is a O-l submodular flow obtained by 
the algorithm and is optimal with respect to qjK(= 1;K’ - 7;). Let qopt be an optimal 
submodular flow of the original problem. It follows from the inequality (4.3) that 
Q ~i?da)cpopt(a) + m. 
Since YK = (m + 1 >r by the definition of YK, we have 
(5.1) 
Because of the integrality of y, the left-hand side of (5.1) should be zero, which means 
that (PK is also an optimal solution of the original problem. 
We next discuss the time complexity of the cost-scaling algorithm. Obviously, the 
algorithm performs O(log(mT)) scaling phases. The time for computing the depen- 
dence function (2.4) is denoted by 9. We shall show that Cost-Splitting and 
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Successive-Shortest-Path run in O((n + g)mL, + m log m) and O((n’ + m + ng)m/L), 
respectively, in each scaling phase. 
The procedure Cost-Splitting performs Greedy, which runs in O(m log m + mg), in 
Step 1. The value of n(a) increases by one every other time a is chosen in Step 2. 
Since each value of x is bounded from above by L, the number of iterations of 
the cost-splitting procedure is at most 2mL. It takes O(n + g) operations to update 
an optimal submodular pseudoflow. Therefore, Cost-Splitting runs in O((n + g)mL + 
m log m) time. 
The number of iterations of Successive-Shortest-Path is equal to the cardinality of 
F-\Fi at the end of the previous Cost-Splitting, because the cardinality of F-\Ft 
decreases by one in each iteration of Successive-Shortest-Path. Lemma 5 shows that 
it is at most (4m)/L. It takes O(m + ng) to construct an auxiliary network. As the 
lengths of the arcs are nonnegative, we adopt the Dijkstra algorithm, which runs in 
0(n2), for the shortest path problems. It requires O(m) to update the split costs and 
the submodular pseudoflow. Thus, the time complexity of Successive-Shortest-Path is 
0((n2 + m + ng)m/L). 
Summarizing the above, we obtain the following theorem. 
Theorem 9. Our cost-scaling algorithm correctly solves the O-l submodular flow 
problem in O(((n + g)mL + (n2 + m + ng)m/L + m logm) log(mr)) time. Zf we as- 
sign L = J(n2 + m + ng)/(n + g), the overall time complexity of the algorithm is 
0( J(n + g)(n2 + m + ng) m log(mr)). Zf in addition the graph is simple and g dom- 
inates n, then the time complexity is written as O(& mg log(nr)). 
Using the optimality condition with negative cycles [ 151, we can improve the number 
of scaling phases from O(log(mT)) to O(log(nT)). Let q’ be a O-l submodular flow 
obtained by the algorithm for the arc cost y without multiplying and C an arc set of a 
cycle on the auxiliary network J? corresponding to (p’ and split costs. Then we have 
f,(C) = t(C) 3 0. On the auxiliary network defined in Zimmermann [ 151 associated 
with 9’ and y, the cost is denoted by y’ and the cycle corresponding to C by C’. It 
follows from (4.3) and IC’( <n that l(C) < y’(C’)+n. If y is multiplied by (n+ 1) 
at first, then y’(C’) 3 0, which implies the optimality 40’. 
6. Conclusion 
We have presented a cost-scaling algorithm for O-l submodular flows defined on 
intersecting families. Almost all the arguments in the body of this paper are valid in 
the case of crossing families, except that the greedy algorithm described in Section 
3 does not work. We can obtain an optimal pseudoflow, however, by adopting the 
bitruncation algorithm of Frank and Tardos [6] (see also Naitoh and Fujishige [13]). 
Thus our hybrid algorithm is also applicable for O-l submodular flows defined on 
crossing families. 
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